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Abst rac t - - ln  this paper, we study two important classes of nonlinear systems with perturba- 
tion, namely, perturbation with output injection and perturbation of pure feedback systems. With 
sufficiently good initial error estimates and sufficiently restricted external inputs and perturbation 
parameter, nonlinear observers for each class of perturbed systems are designed so that the error 
between the exact states and the estimated states goes to zero. Our simulation results illustrate 
the applicability of our technique in building nonlinear observers for these two classes of perturbed 
systems. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the past two decades, considerable developments have been made in the design of nonlinear 
observers. Two approaches have mastered the direction of these developments. One approach, 
called observer error linearization, was proposed independently by Krener and Isidori [1] and 
Bestle and Zeitz [2] for the class of scalar output systems, and was later extended to systems 
with multiple outputs, and to systems with inputs by Krener and Respondek [3]. This method 
attempts to generalize the linear observer theory by incorporating a nonlinear plant model and 
nonlinear output injection. It focuses on identifying a class of nonlinear systems that can be 
transformed into linear systems through the application of output injection and a state coordinate 
transformation. In this case, the error dynamics of the observer is linear in the new coordinates, 
and the observer design theory for the class of linear systems can be applied. However, the method 
of observer error linearization has met with limited success in that it applies to a restricted class 
of nonlinear systems. Xiao and Gao [4,5] extended the results of Krener and Respondek [3] 
and gave a new necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the observer linearization 
problem for time-varying systems. 
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Another approach, called the two-step rocess, was inspired by Hunt and Verma [6]. Its main 
contribution is a two-step rocess in asymptotically stabilizing the nonlinear system and building 
the observer. The states are not necessarily tending to zero, but evolving in some bounded 
set. However, it requires that all vector fields and functions be real analytic; moreover, it uses 
a coordinate transformation called the Poincar~ linearizing transformation. Zeng and Hunt [7] 
used the two-step rocess to build nonlinear observers for output tracking. Zeng and Zhang [8] 
generalized Hunt and Verma's results [6] by weakening the '~eal analytic" assumption to C ~ 
and eliminating the use of Poincar6 linearizing transformations. However, the problem with their 
general results as in [6] is that they may require the states to be small. 
There are many other approaches in the design of nonlinear observers. Howell and Hedrick [9] 
presented a nonlinear observer design technique based on Lyapunov's econd method. In this 
technique, an observer gain matrix is provided to stabilize the error dynamics for a class of non- 
linear systems via convex optimization with respect o three different costs. Back and Seo [10] 
provided an immersion technique for nonlinear observer design. Specifically, they investigated 
when n-dimensional nonlinear systems can be immersed into n + m-dimensional nonlinear sys- 
tems in nonlinear observer form, and derived a necessary and sufficient condition. Kazantzis and 
Wright [11] proposed an approach to the nonlinear observer design problem in the presence of 
delayed output measurements. The proposed nonlinear observer possesses a state-dependent gain 
which is computed from the solution of a system of the first-order singular partial differential 
equations, and consists of a chain of state observation algorithms that reconstruct the immeasur- 
able state vector at different delayed time instants within the time-delay window introduced by 
the output measurements. 
In this paper, we study two important classes of nonlinear systems with perturbation, amely, 
perturbation with output injection and perturbation of pure feedback systems. With sufficiently 
good initial error estimates and sufficiently restricted external inputs and perturbation parame- 
ter, nonlinear observers for each class of perturbed systems are designed by means of the two-step 
process o that the error between the exact states and the estimated states goes to zero. While 
still weakening the "real analytic" assumption to C ~ and eliminating the use of Poincar@ lineariz- 
ing transformations, we only require the states to be bounded. Our simulation results hrrther 
illustrate the applicability of our results and associated techniques. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies the class of nonlinear systems 
with perturbation with output injection. In Section 3, observers are built for the class of nonlinear 
systems with perturbation of pure feedback systems. Section 4 presents the simulation results. 
Section 5 summarizes the results of the paper. 
Throughout this paper, we denote the appropriate Euclidean orm or matrix norm by I .]. We 
write a function F : R n --+ R m in a sense of "little oh" as F(x )  = o (x )  if 
lim IF(x)l = o. 
~-~o I~1 
2. PERTURBATION WITH OUTPUT IN JECT ION 
Output injection refers to feeding the output back to the system through an extra input. The 
concept of output injection was first introduced in [1] for observer design based on linearization. 
There are two kinds of output injection: linear output injection and nonlinear output injection 
depending on whether the feeded output is a linear function of the output or a nonlinear function 
of the output. 
In general, trying to observe the state of a nonlinear system 
= f(~, u), (1) 
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is a difficult task. However, it is conceivable [1] that system (1) is the result of applying nonlinear 
output injection ~(y) to a linear system 
= Af  + Bu, 
¢ = c~, (2) 
where the pair (A, C) is observable, yielding the system 
:~ = Az  + Bu + ~(y), 
y = Cx, 
(3) 
followed by a nonlinear change of coordinates 
= ~(z),  
¢ = ¢(y). (4) 
Let the observer ~ for (1) satisfy 
= A~ + Bu  + L (y - C&) + ~p(y), (5) 
then the observer error e = x - a~ satisfies the linear error dynamics 
= (A - LC)e. (6) 
If we transform (5) back by (4), we obtain a differential equation for ¢(t) = ~(&(t)), 
~=/(¢,¢,~). (7) 
We begin with the perturbed nonlinear system 
= f(~, ~) + ~g(~, ~), 
¢ = h(~), 
(8) 
where we assume that the system with e = 0 can be transformed into (3) under the change of 
coordinates (4). Hence, under the same coordinate change, system (8) can be transformed into 
:~ = Ax  + Bu  + ~(y) + eP(x, u), 
y = cx .  (9) 
We now turn our attention to nonlinear system (9) with x e R n, y e R p, u = (ul, u2, . . . ,  urn) T. 
In addition, let us assume that all vector fields and functions are C a ,  ~(0) = 0, and F(0, 0) = 0. 
The linear part about the origin is assumed to be observable. Without loss of generality, we can 
further assume that ~d(0) = 0, since otherwise, we can move the linear part of ~o(y) = qv(Cx) to 
Ax by the Taylor expansion. Here, as usual, prime denotes the Jacobian matrix of corresponding 
vector fields. 
If e = 0, then (9) is an output injection ~(y) away from a linear system. Systems that can be 
transformed into such systems are completely classified in [1,3]. In general, (9) is a perturbation 
of an output injection away from a linear system. 
We now consider the system 
~: = Az  + Bu + ~(y) + ~P(z, u). (10) 
We first assume that A is a Hurwitz matrix (i.e., all the eigenvalues of A are in the left 
half-plane). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose the matrix A in system (10) is Hurwitz. There exists an open connected 
set 0 containing the origin and positive constants ~ and D such that if 
(i) 0<~<~,  
(ii) x(0) • O, 
(iii) lu(t)[ < D, t > 0, 
then z(t) e O, t >_ o. 
PROOF. Since A is a Hurwitz matrix, it is known [12] that there is a positive definite n x n 
matrix P such that PA+A-rp  = - I ,  where I is an n x n identity matrix. Consider the Lyapunov 
function V : R n ~ R defined by V(x) = xTPx. The derivative of V along the trajectories of (10) 
is given by 
V(t, x) = -x-r x + 2xT p(Bu + ~(y) + oF(x, u)). (11) 
Since ~(y) = ~(Cx) = o(x) as x ~ O, for any 0 < a < 1, we can select ¢ > 0 sufficiently small 
that 
-xT  x + 2xT p~(y) < --axTx, for all Ixl < ~. 
Let U = {x • R ~ : Ix[ < (}, and let d be a positive number so that the set O defined by 
0 = {x • R~: V(x) < d} 
has the closure 6 contained in U, i.e., 
O = (~ e R" :  V(x) < d} c U. 
Then we have 
l/ (t, x) < --axT x + 2x-r p(Bu + eF(x, u) ), (12) 
when x E (). 
Clearly, O is an open set containing the origin. Since P is a positive definite matrix, all its 
eigenvalues, denoted by ~1, A2 . . . ,  AN, are positive. Now there exists an orthogonaI transformation 
x = Sy which transforms O to the set 
It is easy to see that  ~ is a convex set, and hence, a connected set. Since a continuous image 
O = S- l ( f~) of a connected set ~2 is connected, O is connected. 
By the mean value theorem [13], there is a positive constant M such that 
IF(x,u)l  = IF(x,u) - F(0,0)I  
<_ M(lx [ + ]ul) ' (13) 
as x e (5 and [u[ < 1. Now, on ¢,  we have as [u[ _ 1, 
V(t ,x)  < -a[x] 2 + 2e[P]M[x[ 2 + 2[xJ IP[([B[ + eM)lu [. (14) 
If we let g = a/(4[P[M), then on (5 as 0 < e < g and [u] < 1, 
~(t, ~) < -21xl~ + 21xl JPI(]BI + ~M)l~l. (15) 
If x(0) • O, there exists an open set O1 such that (91 C O and x(0) • O1. From (15), we see 
that u can be selected sufficiently small such that V-(t, x) < 0 on 001. To conclude the proof, we 
proceed analogously as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [8]. | 
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If the states of (9) are not measured, we construct an n-dimensional observer 
= A~ + Bu + ~(y) + eF (~, u) + L (y - Ck) ,  (16) 
where the n x p constant matr ix L remains to be chosen. We define the observer error ~ -- x -- 
and use (10) and (16) to find 
= (A - LC)~ + e (F(x ,u)  - F (x - ~, u)),  (17) 
which is linear for e = 0 and a perturbation of a linear system for e > 0. 
'We have that as long as ~(t) exists, 
~0 t~(t) = e(A-LC)t~(o) + C e (A-Lc)(t-'r) (F(x, u) - F (x - ~, u)) (r) dr. (18) 
If x(0) E O, then as long as [u[ < D and 0 < e < ~, we have x(t) E O, for all t ~ 0 by Lemma 2.1. 
That  is, the states x are bounded. By the mean value theorem [13], there is a positive constant S 
such that 
S 
IF(x,u)-  F (x -  a,u)l <_ ~l~l, (19) 
when I~l < 6, lul < D, and x E O, where D and O are determined by Lemma 2.1. Thus~ if 
x(0) E O, as long as 6 is small enough, lu(t)l < D, t ~ 0, 0 < e < ~, and x(0) E O, we find 
arid 
~0 tla(t)l _< Ye -~ ]a(o)l + es ~-~(*-~) la(~)l & 
~0 te '~t ]~(t) l  <_ J la(O)l + ~s ~ Ie(~-)l dr .  
By gronwall 's inequality, we obtain 
(20) 
(21) 
e ~* la(t)] ~ J la(O)l J *  (22) 
Or ¸ 
la(t)l ~ J I~(O)1 e -~-~)~.  (23) 
From the proof of the previous lemma, we see that the set O is independent of e and that the 
lemma still holds if we decrease ~ without changing O and D. Therefore, in view of (19), it is 
possible to keep S fixed by decreasing ~ alone. Suppose we choose V > 0 so that 0 < 7 < -~ and 
modify the above ~sothat  ~S < cr. Then, for I~(0)1 < V, 0 < e < ~, lu(t)l < D, t > 0, and 
x(0) E O, we have I~(t)l < 6, t >_ 0. That  is, (23) is valid for all t >__ 0, we thus have ~(t) --* 0 as 
t -* 0. Hence, we have proved the following result for our particular choice of L. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the matr/x A in (9) is Hurwitz. For the error system (17), there 
eJdsts an open connected set 0 containing the origin and positive constants ~, D, and V such 
that if 
(i) 0<e<~,  
(ii) x(0) E O, 
(iii) I~(O)1 < ~, 
(iv) lu(t)[ < D, t > O, 
then the observer error ~(t) --+ O, t --* c~. II 
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If A is not a Hurwitz matrix, we suppose that the linear part of (9) is controllable. We perform 
the two-step process in asymptotically stabilizing the nonlinear system and building the observer 
as in [6-8]. If the states are not measured, we construct an n-dimensional observer satisfying (16). 
In both (16) and (10), substitute u = K~+s,  where the m x n matr ix K and s = (sl, s2 , . . . ,  s,~) 
are as before. We obtain 
= Ax  + B (K2 + s) + ~(y) + eF (x, K~ + s),  
~: = A~ + B (gk  + s) + ~(y) 
+ eY (~, K~ + s) + L (y - Ck) .  
(24) 
We define the observer error ~ = x - :~ and substitute into (24) to find 
and 
= (A + BK)x  + ~(y) + B (s - K~) + eF (x, K (x - ~) + s) 
= (A - LC)~ + c (F (x, K (x - ~) + s) - F (x - ~, K (x - ~) + s)). 
(25) 
(26) 
We now prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. For system (25), there exist a matr ix K, an open connected set 0 containing the 
origin and positive constants ~, 5, and D such that if 
(i) 
(ii) x(0) e O, 
(iii) I~(t)t < ~, t > 0, 
(iv) Is(t)] < D, t >_ O, 
then x(t) E O, t >_ O. 
PROOF. Let fi -- s - K~ and define 
(x, ~) = F (x, Kx  + (t) . 
Then we find F(0, 0) -- 0. Observe that 5 is bounded provided that  s and ~ are bounded. We 
complete the proof by applying Lemma 2.1 with u and F replaced by 5 and fi', respectively. | 
We again combine state feedback with observer design to arrive at our next result. 
THEOREM 2.4. For system (9), observer (16), and feedback u = K& + s, there exist a matrix L, 
an open connected set 0 containing the origin and positive constants ~, 7, and D such that if  
(i) 0<E<~,  
(ii) x(0) e o, 
(iii) [~(0)[ < 7, 
(iv) Is(t)[ < D, t >_ O, 
then the observer error ~(t) --* 0 as t --* oo. 
PROOF. Observe that as x is bounded (guaranteed by the previous lemma), ~ is sufficiently small 
and the new input s is bounded, K (x  - ~) + s is bounded. The proof is completed analogous to 
that of Theorem 2.2 with u replaced by K(x  - ~) + s. | 
REMARK 2.5. Above we consider a nonlinear system which is a perturbation of an output injec- 
tion away from a controllable and observable linear system. With sufficiently good initial error 
estimates and sufficiently restricted external inputs and perturbation parameter, an observer has 
been designed so that the error between states and estimated states goes to zero. From the proofs 
of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, it is easy to see that the bounded states x are not restricted to he small 
if e is sufficiently small and if the set O in the state space is reasonably large. 
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3. PERTURBATION OF PURE FEEDBACK SYSTEMS 
We now turn  to the definit ion of mul t i - input  pure feedback systems as introduced by Hunt  
and Su [14]. Suppose we have an n-d imensional  nonl inear  system with m inputs.  Suppose its 
Taylor l inear izat ion about  the origin is control lable and has Kronecker indices (see [12]) n l  > 
n2 > .- .  n,~ _> 0. We write the l inear part  as 
= Ax + Bu, (27) 
where B has co lumn vectors bl, b2, . . . ,  bin, and u = (ul ,  u2 , . . . ,  u,~). We define 
C = {bl, Abl , . . . ,  A~l - lb l , . . . ,  bin, Ab,~, . . . ,  A~'~-lbm} (28) 
and set n l  = the number  of A~l - lb l , . . . ,Aa~- lb  m in C, n2 = the number  of A~-2b l , . . .  , 
A':~-2bm in C, . . . ,  n m -- m. We let ~k = n l  +n2 +. . .  +nk ,  where k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,h i .  
DEFINITION 3.1. The "triangular" system 
5cj = f j  (X l ,X2 , . . . , x~2) ,  j = 1 , . . . ,~1 ,  
xj  = f j  (Xl, x2 , . . . ,  xf~3) , j =/31 + 1, . . . , /32,  
: (29) 
2j = f j  (X l ,X2 , . . . ,Xn) ,  J = ~-2  + 1, . . . ,n -  m, 
Jcj = f j (x l ,xa  . . . .  ,x ,~,Ul ,U2, . . . ,um),  j =n-m+ l , . . . ,n ,  
is called a pure feedback system. 
We remark that  pure feedback systems are very impor tant  in that  they are feedback lineariz- 
able [15], i.e., there exist coordinate changes and feedback to t ransform the nonl inear  system to a 
lilmar system. They  play an impor tant  role in aircraft control in that  the nonl inear  mathemat ica l  
models of aircraft are small  perturbat ions of pure feedback systems with outputs  [15-17]. 
We now restrict ourselves to a mult i - input ,  mul t ioutput  nonl inear  system 
= f (x ,  u, ~), (30) 
with outputs  as given in the following 
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We assume that all components of f are C °° and vanish when x and u are zero. When e = 0, 
we also assume that this system takes the form of (29), and hence, by [16] is equivalent under 
the appropriate coordinate changes and feedback to a controllable and observable linear system 
with linear outputs and having no zeros. If we define F(x,  u, e) by the following equation 
f (x ,  u, e) = f (x ,  u, O) + eF(x, u, e), (32) 
then all components of F are C °°. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can work with the 
nonlinear system 
~c = Ax  + Bu  + ~F(x, u, E), 
y = Cx,  (33) 
where the linear part is assumed to be observable and controllable, all components of F are C °o 
and F(0, 0, e) = 0. 
If the states are not measured, we construct an n-dimensional observer 
= A:~ + Su  + eF (So, u, e) + n (y - C&), (34) 
where the n x p constant matrix L remains to be chosen. We define the observer error ~ = x - 
and use (33) and (34) to find 
$ = (A - LC)~ + e (F(x,  u, e) - F (x - ~, u, e)), (35) 
which is linear for e --- 0 and a perturbation of a linear system for e > 0. 
We now consider the system 
~c = Ax  + Bu  + eF(x, u, e). (36) 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that A in (36) is a Hurwitz matrix. There exists an open connected set 0 
containing the origin and positive constants ~ and D such that i f  
(i) O<a~g,  
(ii) x(0) E O, 
(iii) lu(t)l < D, t > O, 
then x(t) E O, t > O. 
PROOF. If we take ~ = 0 in Lemma 2.1, then the proof of this lemma is completed analogous to 
that of Lemma 2.1, except that the function F(x,  u, e) here has one more variable e. | 
We have also a result which is similar to Theorem 2.2 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that the A matr ix in (36) is Hurwitz. For the error system (35), there 
exist a matrix L, an open connected set O containing the origin and positive constants ~, D, 
and 7 such that if 
(i) 0 < e < ~, 
(ii) x(0) e O, 
(iii) [~(0)[ < V, 
(iv) lu(t)l < D, t > 0, 
then the observer error ~(t) --~ 0, t ~ oo. | 
If A is not a Hurwitz matrix, but since the linear part of system (33) is controllable, we can 
perform the two-step process as before to obtain 
gc = Ax  + B (K& + s) + eF (x, K& + s, e), 
~: = A3: + B (K~ + s) (37) 
+ eF (~, K~ + s, e) + L (y - C3:), 
where s = u - K~ are the new inputs and the m x n matrix K is the same as before. 
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We again define the observer error ~ = x - 5: and substitute into (24) to find 
5: = (A + BK)x  + B (s - K~) + c (F (x, Kx  + s - ~, e) + s),  (38) 
= (A - LC)~ + e (F  (x, K (x - ~) + s, e) - F (x - ~, K (x - ~) + s, c)). (39) 
Then, for systems (38) and (39), we can analogously derive the corresponding results of Lemma 2.3 
and Theorem 2.4: In the following, we only state the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. For system (33), observer (34), and feedback u = KSc + s, there exist a matr/x L, 
an open connected set 0 containing the origin and positive constants ~, % and D such that if" 
(i) 0<E<~,  
(ii) x(0) e o ,  
(iii) I~(O)[ < 7, 
(iv) Is(t)[ < D, t >_ O, 
then the observer error ~(t) --~ 0 as t --+ co. 
REMARK 3.5. Our results for a perturbation of a pure feedback system parallel those for a 
system that was a coordinate change and an output injection away from a linear system. With 
sufficiently good initial error estimates and sufficiently restricted external inputs and perturbation 
parameter, an observer was designed so that the error between states and estimated states goes 
to zero. From the proofs of the above results, it is easy to see that the bounded states x are not 
restricted to be small if e is sufficiently small and if the set O in the state space is reasonably 
large. 
4.  S IMULAT ION RESULTS 
We now present simulations to demonstrate the application of our technique stablished in 
the previous two sections. We first illustrate the applicability of Theorem 2.4. We consider the 
nonlinear system 
Xl ---- X2 -]- £ (Xl + X2 -{- U), 
52 = z 2 + u + ex~, (40) 
y -~ X l ,  
w:hich is a perturbation with output injection. 
We use the feedback (if states axe not measurable) 
u = -(1.189)25:1 - 2.3785:2 + s, (41) 
where the state estimates 3: come from the nonlinear observer 
~z = 5:2 -6 I0  (x l  -- 5:1) -6 e (3:1 H- 3:5 H- u ) ,  
~. = ~ + 25 (~i - 5:1) + ~ + ~5:~. 
(42) 
We obtain the overall system 
5:1 = x2 + e (xz + x2 - (1.189)25:1 -- 2.3785:2 + s) ,  
52 = Xl 2 -- (1.189)25:1 -- 2.3785:2 + s + ex 4, 
~1 = 3:2 + 10 (xl - 3:1) + ~ (5:1 + 3:2 - (1.189)23:1 - 2.3783:5 + s ) ,  
~2 = x~ + 25 (xl - 5:1) - (1.189)23:1 - 2.3785:2 + s. 
(43) 
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We set the init ia l  condit ions at xz(0) = 0, x2(0) -- 0, 51(0) = 0.1, &2(0) -- 0.1, so that  there 
is an init ial  est imate error. Our  s imulat ion results for s = sin(t) and e -- 0.01 are given in 
Figures 1-4, and we note that  the est imated states & converge to the actual  states x. 
We now i l lustrate the appl icabi l i ty of Theorem 3.4 in the case of per turbat ion  of pure feedback 
systems. To begin with, we consider the nonl inear system 
~1 = x2 + e (xl + x2 + u),  
52 ~-- U "~- e2X 2, (44) 
y=x l .  
We use the feedback (if states are not  measurable)  
u = -0.0151 - 0.2:~2 + s, (45) 
where the state est imates ~ come from the nonl inear observer 
~1 = ~2 + 10 (xl - ~1) + e (~1 + 52 + u),  
~2 = 25 (X 1 -- :~1) Jr" U "~ £252. (46) 
We obta in  the overall system 
Xl -- x2 + e (Xl + x2 - 0.01~1 - 0.2~2 + s) ,  
x2 -- -0.01~:1 - 0.2~2 + s + e2x22, 
(47) 
~:1 = x2 + 10 (Xl - 51) + e (:Cl + x2 - 0.01~1 - 0.2~2 + s) ,  
:~2 = 25 (x 1 - :~1) - 0.01:~1 - 0.252 -~- s -~ E2~22. 
Wi th  the same init ial  condit ions and the values of s -- 0.5 and e -- 0.01, the s imulat ion results 
are shown in F igures 5-8. From those figures, we see that  the est imated states ~ converge to the 
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actual states x. We note that the chatter in Figure 8 is due to the numerical error in Runge-Kutta 
in MATLAB. 
REMARK 4.1. The estimated states tart at 0.1, but it is difficult to see from those even numbered 
graphs due to the large time scale. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we studied two important classes of nonlinear systems, namely, perturbation 
with output injection and perturbation of pure feedback systems. With sufficiently good initial 
error estimates and sufficiently restricted external inputs and perturbation parameter, nonlinear 
observers for each class of perturbed systems were designed by means of the two-step process 
so that the error between the exact states and the estimated states goes to zero for each case 
of perturbation. The states to be estimated in these two classes of perturbed systems are not 
required to be sufficiently small but bounded. Our simulation results further illustrated the 
applicability of our results and associated techniques. 
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